




For over 40 years, Dictador has been meticulously 

perfecting the art of rum making according to family recipes 

and techniques. It is now time that this superior aged rum 

finds its way to the workshops of some of the most 

outstanding artists of the spirit world – artists who expertly 

craft distinct categories of alcohol in the most exquisite 

ways imaginable.

Each of these artists has been meticulously selected to 

represent his own category of alcohol, based on 

craftsmanship that is unmatched, exceptional and beyond 

compare. Each invited artist is to receive in their domain 

specially selected barrels of Dictador rum and to continue 

the unique maturing process.

 

• in a different cellar

• on a different continent

• under the expertise 

 of another Cellar Master.

We          the lines
between spirits categories



You are holding a real treasure in your hand right now. 

We have created a bottle with many advanced security 

solutions to protect our rum’s authenticity.

All the features were made in cooperation with

a company that holds the highest security patents and 

produces, among others, banknotes and securities. 

Dictador 2 Masters is now perfectly protected just like 

the most valuable currencies of the world! What is most 

important, Dictador 2 Masters label serves as the 

highest security solution and holds all required patents. 

Discover 
the best-secured 
bottle in the world 



#FINE&RARE

2 MASTERS PARTNERS



MEET 
OUR 
MASTERS

EVERY MASTERPIECE 
HAS ITS MASTER



HERNAN PARRA
DICTADOR MASTER BLENDER

 The creator of the distinguished Colombian Dictador 

rum that belongs to the Iconic Art Spirits category. This rum has 

been aged according to exclusive, family-owned recipes for 

three generations. Thus, Hernan Parra is entrusting his best 

barrels from selected vintages in the hands of other cellar 

masters.



THIBAULT DESPAGNE
WINEMAKER DESPAGNE

 His passion for wine made winemaking an obvious career choice. His 

ambition was to create fine wines in the Entre-Deux-Mers appellation,           

a terroir, his terroir, synonymous with the pleasure of being alive. With its 

mascaret and its unfulfilled potential, this unspoiled northern part of the 

Gascon region is the source of the unfailing energy Thibault infuses into 

his team, the people he meets and his wines everyday.

JÉRÔME COSSON
MASTER CELLAR SAUTERNES WINE

CHATEAU D’ARCHE

  Jérôme Cosson joined Château d’Arche in 1989 for love, the love of his 

life, his wife. His father-in-law at the time was in charge of two properties, one in the 

Entre Deux Mers and the other in Sauternes, Château d’Arche, where Jérôme began 

to work actively in the vineyard and cellars. He learned from the elders, those who 

knew perfectly the terroir, the vineyards and the processes of vinification. 



MICKAËL BOUILLY
CELLAR MASTER HARDY COGNAC

 As the son and grandson of vine-growers in the region, Mickaël 

Bouilly could not escape the draw of cognac, such was his love for its 

flavour and subtlety. At HARDY he enjoys the benefit of an incomparable 

palette of eaux-de-vie slumbering patiently in thousands and thousands 

of casks.

CALLUM FRASER
PRODUCTION MANAGER J&G GRANT

GLENFARCLAS DISTILLERY

 Callum Fraser has been a Keeper of The Quaich in recognition of his service and 

contribution to the whisky industry over 27 years. Callum joined J&G Grant as 

Production Manager in 2012, where he was tasked with managing some of the busiest 

years of production that Glenfarclas Distillery has seen in its 180 years of legal 

distilling. By quickly and confidently learning the traditional methods of Glenfarclas, 

he led the way to achieve what were record-breaking production figures.



HERVÉ JESTIN
MASTER CHAMPAGNE MAKER

LECLERC BRIANT

 Hervé Jestin, an oenologist well-known in Champagne as

a specialist in biodynamics, has been the consultant to the House of 

Leclerc Briant for many years. Biodynamics provides an insight into the 

vibrations that pass between the cosmos and microorganisms, between 

the vines and the wine; that in turn allows the creation of a harmonious 

environment.    
CYRIL LAUDET
MASTER CELLAR LABALLE

 He grew up in Laballe and left the region for his studies. He did Viticulture 

Oenology BTS (2 years after French Bachelor) a Wine Marketing License in 

Carcassonne Languedoc Roussillon. After 6 months in Ireland to learn English, he 

became commercial director of a brand new winery in Corbières Château de 

Cruscades. He develops sales in France and abroad for 5 years.



DREW MAYVILLE
MASTER BLENDER BARTON 1792 DISTILLERY

  Drew Mayville proudly bears the title of a Senior Member of the 

American Society for Quality. Holding a Bachelor of Science degree, he has 

been also certified as a Quality Engineer since 1987. With more than 35 years 

of experience, Drew mastered his skills working with some of the largest 

companies in the industry. Now he is an acknowledged Master Blender and 

Director of Quality for Sazerac. He was the one working hands-on with all the 

award-winning products created at Buffalo Trace.KOVÁCS ADORJÁN ZOLTÁN
WINERY DIRECTOR ROYAL TOKAJI

  Zoltán Kovács has a passion for vines and the wines they produce. 

Originally from Transylvania, historically part of Hungary, Zoltán has spent the past 

20 years in the Tokaj region leading the renaissance of its legendary wines. At Royal 

Tokaji he combines his respect for the incomparable tradition of the region with an 

understanding of the latest winemaking techniques to create the wines of Royal 

Tokaji, internationally recognised as one of the world’s finest producers.



JOSÉ ANTONIO ZARZANA 
WINE MAKER & OWNER XIMÉNEZ-SPÍNOLA

  Lawyer and member of the ninth generation of his family linked 

to wine. He began to ferment Pedro Ximénez musts with the old winemaker 

from his winery in the 1988 harvest, when he was 12 years old. All his 

knowledge in the field of oenology is based on personal experience and on 

faithful monitoring of the production manuals and field notebooks written by 

his family over the years.  In 2004 he left the lawyer profession and decided 

to buy the winery from his father, finally acquiring the entire property in 2014.DIRK NIEPOORT
MASTER BLENDER 5TH GENERATION NIEPOORT

  

 Dirk Niepoort is the current leader of the “family” and a member of the fifth 

generation. He is the face, the soul and the audacity that has given continuity to the 

production of distinctive Ports and Douro wines, combining age-old traditions with 

innovation in perfect harmony. The Challenge to “innovate while maintain their 

good traditions” was laid down to him by his father, Rolf Niepoort, and this is the 

motto that has dictated his course to the present day. 



CHARLES MACLEAN
KEEPER OF THE QUAICH

MEMBER OF THE ORDER OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE

„The combination of rarity, age and flavour makes 

these rums highly desirable for collectors and 

investors as well as consumers.”



EDITION 
2022



0001445

700 ML

1979

41%

3

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

CHATEAU D’ ARCHE

AMERICAN OAK - QUINTESSENCE

34 MONTHS

237

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

MATURED BY

MATURED IN

TIME OF FINISHING

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

CASK RELEASE 2022

DICTADOR 2 MASTERS
CHATEAU D’ARCHE RUM
VINTAGE 1979 41% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Dark chocolate orange with notes of summer fruit compote. Ripe plums 
and orange zest add energy to nose which also gives some light ginger notes 
and rich Madagascan vanilla. Vintage leather completes the package.

Palate: Crepe Suzette at first, followed by tangerine sweetness and some red 
apple notes. There is an underlying earthy note that adds complexity, followed 
by a sweet grape overtone that lift the taste again. A good balance between 
sweetness and earth. 

Finish: Rounded notes of candied orange peel and pear slices, coupled with
a hint of smoky oak char.



0001443

700 ML

1979

42%

3

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

DESPAGNE

SELMER BARREL, LIGHT HEAT

34 MONTHS

257

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

MATURED BY

MATURED IN

TIME OF FINISHING

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

CASK RELEASE 2022

DICTADOR 2 MASTERS
DESPAGNE RUM
VINTAGE 1979 42% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Figs drizzled in Manuka honey dusted with bee pollen. Hints of oak char 
with sticky toffee pudding and well-aged dates. White peaches comes next 
giving a lighter fruity tone to the rich honey notes. 

Palate: Oak spices platform a grape-driven palate that manages to balance 
sweetness and acidity, coating the mouth with an unctuous cola note. There is 
allspice and red cherries, which pull this rum into another dimension giving
a tiny note of sherbet fizz at the end.

Finish: The extra long finish gives ripe red cherries, cola cubes and oak spices.



0001440

700 ML

1977

44%

3

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

GLENFARCLAS

3RD FILL OLOROSSO SHERRY CASK

49 MONTHS

254

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

MATURED BY

MATURED IN

TIME OF FINISHING

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

CASK RELEASE 2022

DICTADOR 2 MASTERS
GLENFARCLAS RUM
VINTAGE 1977 44% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Cream soda sweetness that carries kaffir lime leaves and fresh 
pineapple. Some toasted coconut notes, backed with hazelnut and warming 
sherry. A cola note adds depth and complexity.

Palate: Maple syrup at first which move to a more robust cedar note followed 
by earthy tones of treacle toffee. A malty note underpins the robust flavours 
which is also backed by cigar wrappers.

Finish: Red apples, toffee and some notes of light bonfire embers give this real 
death and complexity. 



0001442

700 ML

1974/77

48%

3

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

HARDY

LIMOUSIN OAK CASK 

15 MONTHS

971

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

MATURED BY

MATURED IN

TIME OF FINISHING

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA

CASK RELEASE 2022

DICTADOR 2 MASTERS
HARDY RUM
VINTAGE 1974/77 42% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Ginger snaps at first and a beautiful note of stone fruits comes through 
in the glass. This is backed by smoke, delicate toffee and strawberry notes, with 
a hint of grape.

Palate: The ginger notes on the palate set up spices of cracked black pepper 
and vanilla which give way to plums, toasted coconut and black cherry. These 
come back with another wave of oak spices before more of the red fruits come 
to the fore.

Finish: An oaky vanilla with subtle spices and some cigar smoke comes through 
giving a long and lingering finish.  



CASK RELEASE 2022

DICTADOR 2 MASTERS
LABALLE RUM
VINTAGE 1975 44% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Lovely soft vanilla notes of bourbon and white flowers kick off the aroma, 
with white chocolate and raspberry to follow. Sultanas, and hints of an 
autumnal forest floor. Complex and well balanced.

Palate: Maple with pecans and smoked liquorice, aniseed and star anise. Some 
malty notes with blood orange, red apples and a touch of triple sec.

Finish: White pepper, sweet tea and some notes of fresh ginger. Candied 
oranges dipped in dark chocolate. 

0001441

700 ML

1975

44%

3

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

LABALLE

GASCON NOIR CHENE

32 MONTHS

450

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

MATURED BY

MATURED IN

TIME OF FINISHING

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA



CASK RELEASE 2022

DICTADOR 2 MASTERS
LECLERC BRIANT RUM
VINTAGE 1977 42% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: White flowers and parma violets with apricot preserve. Fresh lemon zest 
and ground almonds. Light hints of liquorice and cassia bark. Hot buttered 
crepes.

Palate: Well balanced with an earthy start that develops into a smooth orange 
cream note with some lavender and elements of griddled pineapple. Tropical 
fruits.

Finish: Pink pepper corns give good length to a fresh mango and papaya 
backed with a touch of vanilla. Juicy and delicious. 

0001444

700 ML

1977

42%

3

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

LECLERC BRIANT

FRECH OAK, CHAUFFE LÉGÈRE

36 MONTHS

313

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

MATURED BY

MATURED IN

TIME OF FINISHING

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA



CASK RELEASE 2022

DICTADOR 2 MASTERS
ROYAL TOKAJI RUM
VINTAGE 1982 44% / 700ML

TASTING NOTES

Nose: Chocolate sauce mixed with Pedro Ximenez sticky sherry, Christmas 
cake, cinnamon and ginger. This is about as rich and complex as a spirit gets. 
Old leather and vintage book shops add to the complexity, before black cherry 
finishes the journey. 

Palate: Black Forest Gateau is the fist note, with all the dark cherry, cream and 
chocolate notes combining brilliantly. The dark cherry moves towards 
cinnamon and cigar tobacco on the palate, with a light coffee note.

Finish: Rich, with a great mouth-coating property that allows the cocoa notes 
and red fruits to finish this sumptuous rum. 

0001446

700 ML

1982

44%

3

DICTADOR COLOMBIA SAS

ROYAL TOKAJI

ZEMPLEN OAK / TOKAJI ASZU

31 MONTHS

500

PRODUCT ID

VOLUME

VINTAGE

ABV

UNIT QUANITY

PRODUCER

MATURED BY

MATURED IN

TIME OF FINISHING

CASK RELEASED TOTAL BOTTLES

LOGISTIC DATA



www.dictador.com                 

the_dictador

• web   

• ig

THANK YOU!

”Imagine a drink which can leave
a fingerprint on your soul…
That’s DICTADOR RUM”
/Ken Grier – Associated Creative Director, Dictador/


